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If you find the gameplay weird or unfair, remember that it was the intention of Shockwave Chaos
from the very beginning. By taking what ShockWave has built over the years and completely

abandoning reason, this Zero Hour mod creates hours of contentall based on giving players the
experience from an overwhelming advantage or an inexplicably losing battle. It does, however,

retain the creativity and the quality of the content. Recommended. War of Public Opinion is a free-to-
use mod building upon an already interesting mod, Command & Conquer: Generals Zero Hour

ShockWave Mod. It is the most advanced free-to-use mod released at this time. Designed for a total
modding experience, this mod creates a whole lot of new ideas of creating an offline tactical squad-
based game within a highly chaotic combat system. This mod is your fighting chance to be the last
faction standing. BaseGame is a free library of game utilities based on the Freeware Dreamwave

Command & Conquer game engine. This version contains a mod loader, renderer, player and system
editors, and a simple level editor. The Dreamwave utility's base game for Dreamwave Command &

Conquer, Command & Conquer: Generals is a real-time strategy game with the player as the
commander of either the Axis or Allied Forces. The mod allows players to experience the original
semi-open world in more intense battles. Just as in the original, Zero Hour focuses on turning the

ordinary scenario, the traditional C&C terrain, upside down. If last years expansion was a serviceable
proof of concept, Zero Hour is the first solid glimpse of its potential, a weapon of mass destruction in

its own right. New commanders, enemy units, and a richly detailed and varied open world are the
first sign of the expansion worlds potential. Zero Hour is a new chapter in the Generals story, a new
chapter in the C&C saga. It heralds the return of the Commander, and the eventual revelation of a

startling truth that only he will be capable of.
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